
Electric skateboard 
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Background research 

In the mid 1970’s, the MotorBoard, the first powered skateboard, was produced by Jim Rugrode. Although petrol 
powered, it began an era of powered skateboards. In the 1990’s, Louis Finkle invented the first wireless electric 
skateboard. Handmade, this was a very early product and had flaws that stopped it from becoming popular. 
According to Peterson, D. (2020, March 26), more electric powered skateboards in the mainstream started to arrive 
after companies began making more money, This was the starting for an enjoyable skateboard ride. But what is an 
electric skateboard? “An electric skateboard is a personal transporter based on a skateboard. The speed is usually 
controlled by a wireless hand-held throttle remote or rider body weight-shifting between front of the board for 
forward motion and rear for braking. As for the direction of travel to the right or left, it is adjusted by tilting the 
board to one side or the other”(Merriam-Webster, 2021).



What is the problem? 

 E-boards can cost 400-700 dollars! We wanted to make a E-board that can not only move you around quickly, but 
also cheaper than retail boards. The electric longboard can be a great way to move around town, enjoy a day in the 
park, and even get to work! Electric skateboards allow riders to control the speed of the board via a handheld 
remote, you can now enjoy transportation.



Criteria 

● Battery Life
● Speed
● Mobility 
● Low Cost 
● Water resistance 

All being compared to a retail priced board, we are looking for better performance with a lower 
budget 
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Prototype 1 

Problem: Cover was not secure 

      

Solution: apply duct tape on the top of the cover
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Prototype 2

Problem:

Box was too close to the wheels there for the box was scraping

Against the back wheels 

Solution: mount the cover on the central part of the board



Prototype 3

Problem: Board too close to ground

Solution: Add a riser to both trucks on the board ( raises the wheels )

Black part under 
the truck
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Comparison 

Amazon Choice skateboard,
                 cost  $500

● Meepo V4 Electric Skateboard comes with powerful hub motors that can adapt to different 
situations (climbing hills, grass, or riding inside the city) with a top speed of 29 mph and a range of 
11 miles.

● We build high-quality boards that go through a rigorous test before they are sent to you. For this 
board, we offer you a 6-month warranty, which starts from the day you receive the board.

● The deck is specially designed with a concave that aids you in making turns and provides a stable 
ride at high speeds. It has eight layers of Canadian Maple plus one fiberglass layer which makes the 
board more flexible and durable.

Our homemade skateboard 
Cost $310
● Top speed 18 mph 
● Battery life up to 6 hours 
● 72mm by 80a wheels 
● Lower in cost 



Discussion

Pros: Much better battery life, cheaper

Cons: Bulky, turning is limited

When you look at it, our board is a better solution for a powerful E-board. It has a 36 volt battery that is 
meant for a electric bike! Our most expensive part was our battery, and also makes the build so bulky. 
So, our project was a success. Even though the budget was higher than expected, it pays off. It depends 
what your looking for, ours is better for distance, and a retail board will have a sleeker design. We had no 
difficulties with the power, and there was no malfunctions.
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